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fHbric: cut 1 square 5% ", 4 squares 3" and 4 squares 21/2" fabric. Draw a diagonal
line on the wrong Sides of the 5l/2" and 3" squares.                                                                        --I
I,ight: Cut 4 squares 21/2"
Medium  cut 1 square 5]A " and 4 squares 3".  Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the
5l/2"square.
Dark:  cut 2 squares 5lA ".
Accent: cut I .squares 4%" fur center Of block.

Rlecing histrmctirms:

I.   Place a 5%" background square right sides together (rst) onto
a 5]/2" dark square. Stitch %" on both sides of the diagonal
ling, Cut on the line. Press to the dark. You will get 2 units.

2.  Repeat the insrfuctions above using the 5!/2" medium square and 5]A" dark square.  You will get 2
units. Press toward the dark.

3. Place at Step I unit onto a Step 2 unit, rst with the dark pieces
oppusite one another.  Draw & diagonal line on the wrong side of the
unit.  Stitch I/t" on both sides of the drawn line.  Cut on the drawn line
and press. Repeat to get a total of 4 quarter square units. Square up to
4 life". The Tucker Trimmer® can be used for this.

4.Placea3"background.Bquacrstontoa3"mediumsquare.Stitch1/a"onbothgidesofthediagoml
line.  Cut on line to get 2 units. Press to the dark` Trim (square up) the hair Square units to 2]/2".  The
Bloc-I,oc Ruler® can be used for squaring up,  Repeat t:o get 8 units total.

5. With step 4 units and the light and bg 2IA" squares, make comer units as
shown.  Press top row to right and bottom to left.

6. Stitch block in rows` Press top and bottom rows out and
middle to center. Press Ions horizontal seams to the middle row.
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